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GOOD PRACTICES

TITLE: Song contest Miri Gili by NGO Romodrom

COUNTRY: Czech Republic

FIELD: Music and dance

DESCRIPTION
:

Miri Gil'i Music Song was created in 2015 as a SuperStar-type music competition in response to 
the close relationship of the Roma minority to music and dance. It is about raising the Romani 
artistic work and consolidating it in the Czech environment. The idea of the whole competition 
is, in the words of Milan Šenki, the motivation of children, young people and adults to try 
something new, to make it happen. At the same time, the competition is often attended by 
talents who, for example, do not dare to take on a larger format of a SuperStar-type music 
competition.

TARGET: Romani minority 

TO WHICH
SOCIAL

INCLUSION
GROUP IS IT

ADDRESSED?

Emerging artists from social inclusion groups

IMPACTS ON
THE ARTISTS:

Raising the Romani artistic work. The emerging artist and youth are getting possibility to 
show/present their talent to general public.

IMPACT OF
THE

SUPPORT (in
LONG and

SHORT
PERIOD):

Positive impact, but unfortunately the impact is not certain

ASPECTS
THAT CAN BE

IMPROVED
OR

IMPLEMENTE
D:

The competence can take part during the autumn, when most of the people are available. Now
it is during the summer, many people are on vacation.

The competition can be promoted or even casted on the national media (state TV or radio).

YEARS
(DURATION

OF THE

Once per year
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PROJECT):

INSTITUTION
S:

NGO Romodrom

LINK: https://romodrom.cz/cs/co-delame/kultura/miri-gili/

IMAGES
(attached):

optional

Grand final of Miri Giľi 2021:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9NZSJn9ICY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9NZSJn9ICY
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TITLE: Romani fashion

COUNTRY: Czech Republic

FIELD: Fashion

DESCRIPTION
:

A group of Romani women based around Romani singer and dancer Veronika Kačova started 
voluntary sewing face masks (in the beginning of Covid 19 pandemic) with Romani motives. 
They got famous in the Czech Republic with their solidarity and creativity. Now they have large 
scale of accessories, women fashion and jewelries. They are selling on internet (social 
networks) and on festivals.

TARGET: Romani minority / general public

TO WHICH
SOCIAL

INCLUSION
GROUP IS IT

ADDRESSED?

Emerging artists from social inclusion groups

IMPACTS ON
THE ARTISTS:

Raising the Romani artistic work. The emerging artists from Roma origin are presenting and 
selling their products to public.

IMPACT OF
THE

SUPPORT (in
LONG and

SHORT
PERIOD):

Positive impact, but unfortunately the impact is not certain

ASPECTS
THAT CAN BE

IMPROVED
OR

IMPLEMENTE
D:

The activity can be promoted on the national media (state TV or radio). 

The group is informal and they are not getting any support from institutions, they have no 
grants. If they work on it, they can get more financial possibilities to enlarge their activities. 
Now their activities are unsustainable and depend on sales on internet. They need better 
marketing (they even do not have a web page).

YEARS
(DURATION

OF THE
PROJECT):

The project started in 2019 and it is in process.

INSTITUTION
S:

Informal group – Veronika Kačova/ Soledat La Paloma

LINK: https://www.facebook.com/veronika.kacova.1
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IMAGES
(attached):

optional
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TITLE: HateFree Iniciative and exhibition

COUNTRY: Czech Republic

FIELD: Fine art

DESCRIPTION
:

We live in a time when society is becoming increasingly polarized, and expressions of hate are 
becoming a normal part of our lives. It is also a time that tests our ability to express solidarity. 
Unprecedented numbers of people are aiming for Europe in an effort to escape military 
conflicts and poverty. At the same time, there are many living among us who encounter 
prejudice and ridicule as well as violence and hate due to their skin colour, religion, sexual 
orientation, or perhaps because they are homeless.

The artists exhibiting in the HateFree exhibition take the side of those who are stigmatized in 
this manner. They strive to explore the mechanisms that define certain groups as inferior or 
socially excluded, and show the danger inherent in the growth of hate in society. At the same 
time, they demonstrate faith in the symbolic power of an artistic gesture expressing solidarity, 
and its specific effects outside the narrowly circumscribed world of art.

TARGET: General public

TO WHICH
SOCIAL

INCLUSION
GROUP IS IT

ADDRESSED?

Emerging artists, some of them also from social inclusion groups

IMPACTS ON
THE ARTISTS:

The emerging artists are presenting their art to public.

IMPACT OF
THE

SUPPORT (in
LONG and

SHORT
PERIOD):

Positive impact.

ASPECTS
THAT CAN BE

IMPROVED
OR

IMPLEMENTE
D:

The activity can be presented in the schools. 
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YEARS
(DURATION

OF THE
PROJECT):

The project started in 2016.

INSTITUTION
S:

The Agency for Social Inclusion at the Office of the Government of the Czech Republic

Norway Grants

LINK: https://www.dox.cz/en/whats-on/hatefree

IMAGES
(attached):

optional

TITLE: Competition Multilinguality is richness
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COUNTRY: Czech Republic

FIELD: Fine art and traslation

DESCRIPTION: The creative competition ‘Vícejazyčnost je bohatství’ (Multilinguality is richness) is
promoting reading and writing in a second language. Youngsters need to read 
fairytales in various languages and create pictures inspired by what you have read
or do a translation. The second theme is Stories of the coronavirus epidemic. The 
competition is targeting youngsters from social inclusion groups, including Roma, 
national minorities, foreigners, etc. The winners will be invited to ceremony in 
Prague, the event will be reported by the media. The competition is still in 
progress (edition 2021).

TARGET: General public

TO WHICH SOCIAL
INCLUSION GROUP IS IT

ADDRESSED?

Youngsters from social inclusion groups, including Roma, national minorities, 
foreigners

IMPACTS ON THE
ARTISTS:

The emerging artists are presenting their art to public and getting to know each 
other.

IMPACT OF THE SUPPORT
(in LONG and SHORT

PERIOD):

Positive impact.

ASPECTS THAT CAN BE
IMPROVED OR

IMPLEMENTED:

The activity can be better promoted on the media and in the schools. 

YEARS (DURATION OF THE
PROJECT):

The project started in 2013. Each year there is a new edition.

INSTITUTIONS: NGO Spolek Zaedno 

LINK: https://www.zaedno.org/soutez
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IMAGES (attached):
optional
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TITLE: Literature by Romani authors

COUNTRY: Czech Republic

FIELD: literature and translation

DESCRIPTION: Mainstream publishers in the Czech Republic are said to not take very much 
interest in literature by Romani authors. People from the literary scene 
believe they are approaching literature by Romani authors in an egalitarian 
way. However, they do also say that it is not mature enough yet and that 
Romani authors do not know how to write as well [as majority-society 
authors] 

In the view of KHER, it is not possible to use the same yardstick to measure 
literature by Romani authors, for which the written tradition only began at 
the close of the 1960s and start of the 1970s in the former Czechoslovakia, as
one would use to measure majority-society literatures in this part of the 
world that have centuries of history behind them. The beauty of literature by 
Romani authors, the editor says, is that it continues to be based in a living 
storytelling tradition.  

"Right now in the Czech Republic there are roughly 40 authors who are 
Romani, about half of whom are active," the editor of KHER says. KHER is the 
only press in the Czech Republic to exclusively focus on publishing and 
promoting Romani authors.  

The press does its best to aid the authors during the production of their 
works. KHER also strives to make sure these books, frequent published 
bilingually in Czech and Romanes, are available in bookshops, libraries, 
schools and other public institutions. 

Currently KHER's publications are available through the Kosmas bookseller 
chain in the Czech Republic and through Martinus.sk in Slovakia. 

TARGET: General public, Romani people

TO WHICH SOCIAL INCLUSION
GROUP IS IT ADDRESSED?

Authors (writers and translators) from Roma background

IMPACTS ON THE ARTISTS: The emerging artists are having the possibility to public their work and to get 
payed for it.

IMPACT OF THE SUPPORT (in
LONG and SHORT PERIOD):

Positive impact.

ASPECTS THAT CAN BE Their activities can be better promoted in media and in the schools. 
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IMPROVED OR IMPLEMENTED:

YEARS (DURATION OF THE
PROJECT):

The project started in 2014. 

INSTITUTIONS: NGO KHER publishing house

LINK: https://kher.cz/

IMAGES (attached): optional


